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Question 1        

a) TRUE: “Anne Spencer Morrow Lindbergh, American writer and aviator (1906-2001), was perhaps best known as 

the wife of Charles Lindbergh, [the pilot who had made the first solo transatlantic flight in 1927].”  

b) FALSE: “She graduated from Smith College, Northampton, Massachusetts, in 1928, and the couple was married 

the following year.” 

      

 

Question 2                 En este ejercicio se proponen soluciones válidas, pero no son las únicas posibles      
      

a) She helped him make some important flights and conquer a speed record acting ascopilot, navigator and radio 

operator on those flights. 
 

b) Because in her books, especially in Gift from the Sea, she provides a clever andbeautifully presented analysis of the 

way women lived their lives in the twentieth century. 

 

 

Question 3        
      

a) granted 

b) license 

c) subject 

d) thoughtful 
 

Question 4        
      

a) had not met ------- what / how 

b) who ------- is said / was said / has been said / had been said 

c) often ------- a 

d) What he felt /had felt when he was flying / had been flying over the Atlantic Ocean. 

 

Question 5                  En este ejercicio se propone una solución, pero no es la única posible      

      

 

Travelling around the world is something that everybody dreams with since they are children but, would it be the 

same travelling abroad because of your job? 

 

It is difficult to know. Firstly, I think that it would be amazing to be able to know other cultures and to learn other 

languages while you are travelling. That point is very important to me due to I consider myself a person who likes 

watching the world around. However, front my point of view, working and travelling at the same time might be 

stressful when you have family and friends that you want to see more often. What is more, you might not share all 

those moments abroad with them, so, I think, that would be a huge disadvantage for me and something that would 

make me change my stylelife. 

 

In conclusión, it would be very funny and it would have very possitive effects in my present life, but in the future, 

when I get older, I would change with no doubt! 
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Question 1  

  

a) FALSE: “He was removed from the property and taken to an animal shelter for abused, neglected and abandoned 

horses.”  
b) TRUE: “But she refused to pay for Justice’s future care.” 

 

Question 2           En este ejercicio se proponen soluciones válidas, pero no son las únicas posibles 

 

a) What they really want is that Justice’s old owner pays for his future medical care.   

b) If the lawyers win this case, animals will be treated differently, not just as somebody’s property, but as sensitive 

creatures. 
 

Question 3  

  

a) shelter 

b) heartbreaking 

c) change 

d) available 
 

 

Question 4  
 

a) about / over / on / concerning ------- accepting  

b) is reported / is being reported ------- how  

c) Despite / In spite of ------- higher  

d) Nick asked his wife if / whether she thought zoo animals are / were really happy. 
 
 

Question 5                En este ejercicio se propone una solución, pero no es la única posible      

 

 

Nowadays, Spain is a country where people is learning that animals have their own feellings and they are part of our 

lives, but are the laws good enough to control the justice and protect them? 

 

On the one hand, today, more and more people consider their pets like a member of their families, and that is the big 

different with the people in the past, when they normally saw animals like a tool or an important part of a work, for 

example, in a farm. Furthermore, governments are introducing new laws to protect them and be sure they live like 

they deserve. On the other hand, in Spain and other countries (I suposse) we are still very far to forbid the lifestyle of 

many of them whose lives are very sad and they live in very bad conditions because of, for many people, the most 

important is not the animal but what they can do and earn with them. I think that things should change and politics 

must find a solution to guarantee that these important beings around us have dignified life with laws and hard 

punishments for those who do not take care of the animals.  
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